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ABSTRACT
In light of the high frequency of disyllabic words in modern Chinese and
the “default” phonological status held by the disyllabic prosodic foot in
speech production, we conducted a series of psycholinguistic experiments
to determine whether the quantitative property of prosodic feet has a
significant influence when parsing syntactically ambiguous utterances in
speech perception. More specifically, without contextual or acoustic cues,
would native Mandarin speakers be biased towards disyllabic structures
when listening to six-syllable utterances that can be parsed into
syntactically similar structures composed entirely of disyllabic or
trisyllabic feet? Results indicate that, Mandarin speakers tend to parse
ambiguous utterances initially into one of the two possible syntactic
structures rather than simply recognizing them as ambiguous.
Nonetheless, they do not favour disyllabic structures when lexical
information regarding word meaning, syntactic function, usage
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frequency, etc. is available. However, when parsing sequences of six
random digits where lexical and syntactic information is irrelevant, our
results point to a clear preferential tendency towards disyllabic grouping.
In other words, the quantitative property of prosodic feet plays a
significant role in Mandarin speech parsing only when lexical and
syntactic information is irrelevant or unavailable.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In modern Chinese, the majority of words are composed of two
syllables. According to Wu & Zhu’s (2001107) study of the quantitative
configuration of Chinese words, 73.6% of words are disyllabic; an
additional 12% of monosyllabic words can be readily converted into
disyllabic words without changing their meaning, as seen in (1).
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We stipulate two explanations, among others, behind the
overwhelming preponderance of disyllabic compounds and set phrases in
Chinese. First, monosyllables are often insufficient in conveying the
specific meaning of words. For example, although most contemporary
city dwellers would take “chƝ” 䖖 to mean “car” or “motor vehicle”, the
monosyllable can also combine with other syllables to make additional
words such as “mӽ chƝ” 傜䖖 “horse-drawn carriage” or “hԃo chƝ” ⅆ䖖
“train”, which in turn distinguishes themselves from “qì chƝ” ⊭䖖“car,
motor vehicle”. Secondly, the addition of extra syllables to other
monosyllabic words serves to disambiguate homophones. For example,
both 㒊 “part” and ṉ “step” are pronounced as /bù/, which makes the
phrase “xià yƯ bù” ୗ୍ṉ/㒊 ambiguous — it could be taken to mean
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Პ䙊䈍ৼ丣㢲严ᖻ㝊ሩੜ䀓ਜ਼㋺ਕᆀ㔃ᶴᰦⲴ䟽㾱ᙗ
࿘ඔᩥ
ከከᏥᐦすἋຍศᰯ

ᨀ㾱
⧠ԓ≹䈝བྷཊᮠⲴ䇽䈝䜭ᱟ⭡єњ丣㢲㓴ᡀǄ㘼фৼ丣㢲Ⲵ严ᖻ㝊൘
丣սᆖ઼ਁ丣Ⲵ䀂ᓖⴻᶕ䜭ᱟᴰިරⲴ严ᖻ㝊Ǆྲ᷌ᦒањ䀂ᓖˈӾ
ᗳ⨶䈝䀰ᆖᶕⴻˈ൘ੜ䀓㔃ᶴਜ਼㋺Ⲵਕᆀᰦˈ䈤Პ䙊䈍ⲴӪՊ㓟㊻
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ഐѪ丣㢲Ⲵᮠⴞ㘼ٿ㻂⭡ৼ丣㢲㓴ᡀⲴ㔃ᶴ˛ᦒਕ䈍䈤ˈ㾱ੜ䀓аਕ
ਟԕ਼ᰦ࠶ᡀєњй丣㢲ᡆйњৼ丣㢲Ⲵ严ᖻ㝊նᙍн਼Ⲵਕᆀˈ
൘⋑ᴹк᮷л⨶ᡆ䈝丣ᨀ⽪Ⲵᛵᙣлˈ严ᖻ㝊Ⲵ丣㢲ᮠⴞᱟ⨶䀓ਕ
ᆀⲴ㾱㍐˛ᇎ傼㔃᷌ᱮ⽪ˈ䈤Პ䙊䈍ⲴӪ൘ੜ䀓䘉ӋਕᆀᰦнՊᢺਕ
ᆀᖃ㔃ᶴਜ਼㋺㘼਼ᰦ䗙䀓єњᙍˈ㘼ᱟӾੜࡠਕᆀᰦቡᤓ䘹ަѝ
ањ㔃ᶴǄ❦㘼ˈԆԜՊṩᦞ⇿њᆇⲴ䇽ѹˈਕ䈝㔃ᶴкⲴ⭘䙄઼ᑨ
⭘ᙗㅹ䍴ᯉᶕ⨶䀓ਕᆀˈ㘼⋑ᴹ㓟㊻ഐѪ丣㢲Ⲵᮠⴞ㘼ٿ㻂ḀਕᆀǄ
ն൘䗙䀓ਚ⭡ޝњᮠⴞᆇ㓴ᡀⲴ䈝ਕᰦˈ䈤Პ䙊䈍ⲴӪՊٿ㻂⭡ৼ丣
㢲㓴ᡀⲴ䈝ਕǄᦒਕ䈍䈤ˈᖃ䇽ѹˈਕ䈝㔃ᶴ઼ᑨ⭘ᙗㅹ䍴ᯉн䘲⭘
ᰦˈ丣㢲Ⲵᮠⴞ൘Პ䙊䈍䇽ਕ⨶䀓кቡਁᥕҶ᰾ᱮⲴ⭘Ǆ
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